An objective approach to digital removal of saccular aneurysms: technique and applications.
Human studies of haemodynamic factors in the pathogenesis of cerebral aneurysms require knowledge of the pre-aneurysmal vasculature. This paper presents an objective and automated technique to digitally remove an aneurysm and reconstruct the parent artery, based on lumen geometries segmented from angiographic images. Relying on robust computational geometry concepts, notably Voronoi diagrams of the digitised lumen surface, the aneurysm attachment region is first defined objectively using lumen centrelines. Centrelines within this region are replaced by smooth interpolations, which then guide the interpolation of Voronoi points within the attachment region. Combined with Voronoi points from outside the attachment region, the parent artery lumen, without the aneurysm, can be reconstructed. Plausible reconstructions were obtained, automatically, for a set of 10 side-wall or terminal aneurysms, of various sizes and shapes, from the ANEURISK project data set. Application of image-based computational fluid dynamics analysis to a five side-wall aneurysm cases data set revealed an association between the recently proposed gradient oscillatory number (GON) and the site of aneurysm formation in four of five cases; however, elevated GON was also evident at non-aneurysmal sites. A potential application to the automated delineation of aneurysms for morphological characterisations is also suggested. The proposed approach may serve as a broad platform for investigating haemodynamic and morphological factors in aneurysm initiation, rupture and therapy in a way amenable to large-scale clinical studies or routine clinical use. Nevertheless, while the parent artery reconstructions are plausible, it remains to be proven that they are faithful representations of the pre-aneurysmal artery.